Experience of the Russian Federation on participation in the initiative on Education for Standardization of WP 6 UNECE
In all meetings Russia participated actively, Russian experts:

- **Assessed** Federal education standards and selected non-core programs;
- **Participated** in the elaboration, discussion of testing modular program on standardization, recommended for inclusion in university training programs;
- Published articles and organized discussion of modular program with stakeholders in Russia.
STATES PARTICIPATED IN START-ed

1. Russian Federation
2. Belorussia
3. Germany
4. France
5. South Korea
6. Nederland
7. Slovakia……..
The Group is currently working on:

- Development of modules within the UNECE model program on standardization;
- Assisting in sharing best practices in teaching standards to different audiences;
- Cooperation with other organizations working on this priority (EURAS, ICES, ISO Academy)
MODULAR PROGRAMME STRUCTURE

- Basis of standardization
- Benefits of standardization for society
- Standardization and companies
- National legal basis and institutional frameworks
- Regulatory politics
- Risk management for standards and regulations
- Metrology
- Conformity assessment
- Market surveillance
- Management systems standards
- International standardization
- International trade, standards and regulations
- Standardization of the information requirements and supply chains
- Company’s standardization
- The strategic issues and challenges in the field of standardization
The modular program can be used as a basis for courses on standardization for students of non-core courses (scientific, medical, economic, legal and other) to ensure required for market terms of competences.
The training in our Institute is based on modular program START-ed, an inside the Institute has been developed and approved modular program for additional professional education for professionals, which not studied the issues of standardization in the University. The duration is for 40 hours.

Start of education is planned on January 2018!
THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!
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